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Financial statements for businesses usually include income statements, balance sheets, and  ϐ.
	     ̵ ϐ 
ȋbalance sheetϐȌǡϐ
health of the company and enabling more effective decision making.
The balance sheet is a snapshot showing what is owned and owed at a single moment. It provides an overview 
of how well the company is managing assets and liabilities. The income statement provides a summary of 
Ǥϐ





health of the company.
v   ϐ   ϐ      Ȁ 
ǯǡ.
v The income statement can be used to calculate a number of metrics, including the ϐ,
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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
Ǥ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ϐ  Ǥ 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	Ȁ
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The money earned from the primary and secondary activities and the gains received from the appreciation 
ϐ
secondary activities and the monetary losses due to depreciation of assets are included in the loss statement. 
ǡ
assets and long term assets and liabilities as current liabilities, intermediate liabilities and long term liabilities. 





























Ͷ Ending cash balance
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B. Revenue from poultry
C. Revenue from other 
     enterprises
D. 

E. Appreciation in the value of  

























































gives an account of the total assets and liabilities.The snapshot of balance sheet indicate the net worth or net 



















 ǣ Cash in bank ͺǡͲͲͲ
  ʹǡͲͲͲ Cash on hand ͻǡͲͲͲ
          Revolving fund ʹͷͲͲͲ     Account receivable ͳʹǡͲͲͲ
 Ǧ ʹ͹ǡͲͲͲ Ǧ ʹͻǡͲͲͲ
ʹǤ    





 Loans on purchase
 of stock
͸ǡͲͲͲ     Stock ͳͷͲͲͲ
Ǧ ͳ͸ǡͲͲͲ Ǧ ͸ͷǡͲͲͲ
͵ǤȋϐȌ   ȋϐȌ
Nil Ǧ ȋȌ
 Ǧ Ǧ Ǧ 
  43000  94000
	Ȁ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A low DSO number means that it takes a company fewer days to collect its accounts receivable. A high 











The entire cash conversion cycle is a measure of management effectiveness. The lower the better and a 
great way to compare competitors.

v αȀ
The receivables turnover ratio is one that is categorized as an activity ratio because it measures the 
company’s effectiveness in collecting its credit sales.
v ε
Ȁ
Inventory turnover is important for companies with physical products and is best used to compare 
against peers.
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v ȋȌεȀ
Average age of inventory is just the inverse of Inventory Turnover.
v Inventory to Sales Ratio
 εȀ
 ϐǤ
An increase in the inventory to sales ratio can indicate that
v The investment in inventory is growing more rapidly than sales
v The sales are dropping
Vice versa, if the inventory to sales ratio drops, it could mean that
v The investment in inventory is shrinking in relation to sales
v The sales are increasing
Debt to Equity Ratios
ϐǤ
company operates on high leverage and has maintained a high debt ratio, it is not as alarming as a company 
with a low debt ratio suddenly showing a spike in the debt ratio.
v ǦεȀ
The long term debt ratio is an indicator that the company does not have enough cash to run future 
operations.
v ǦεȀ
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